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Bat Treasure Hunt  
 

Dean Alexander wrote 

this account of the Bat 

treasure hunt. Read 

and enjoy. Simon’s 

camera was there as 

well. 
 

As with the rest of the Bat 
Fun Day at Queens Park, 
probably the most important 
aspect of the Bat Treasure 
Hunt was to make it an 
enjoyable educational 
experience for children and 
adults alike whilst bringing 
the local community together 
to learn about bats. What 
wasn’t anticipated by this 
volunteer was the sheer enthusiasm and curiosity shown 
by the participants for the subject, particularly the children 
who displayed the well known child trait of being 
proverbial information sponges.  
 
After Fran eloquently explained the rules of finding ten 
(cardboard cut-out) bats which were hidden in various 
locations on the walk route and the need to discover their 
corresponding number, colour and batty question, all 
participants promptly exploded from the main herd and 
scattered all about the allocated area much to the fright of 
an elderly gentleman supported by two walking sticks 
who promptly took refuge on the nearest park bench and 
proceeded to watch the festivities with a mixture of 
amusement and bewilderment. 
 
Our job as volunteer bat experts (!) was to help the 
participants with the various devious questions on bat 
related subjects without explicitly giving them the 
answers. Easier said than done – these children were 
professionals who were able to prise clues out of you with 
a ruthless logic and an interrogation technique which 
would have put the Gestapo to shame. Clues were given 
by this volunteer in a batty Give Us A Clue type physical 
manner demonstrating how bats eat, fly and think which 
was mainly demonstrated by waving ones arms and 
pulling funny faces. This can be seen by looking at 
photographs taken by the bat group’s David Bailey – Mr 
Simon Joynes. 
 
After the treasure hunt was completed we headed back to 
base (the volunteers had bigger smiles on their faces 
than the children) and copious amounts of squash and 
biscuits were consumed by all concerned. Prizes and 
certificates were given out to everybody concerned, which 
gave the day a sense of achievement and participation by 
all. Highlight of the day – an enlightened 10 years old 
telling Bob that “a pipistrelle lives for eleven years don’t 

you know!”  before Bob could say this himself and Bob 
grinning like a Cheshire cat. Priceless. 
 
 

. The author giving a clue of a most subtle type to some treasure 

hunters 

 
 
 


